
 
Under the Golden Dome March 9, 2015  

 
The Town Meeting break from the legislative treadmill of more legislation, regulation 
and taxes is always refreshing. I was even able to squeeze in a day of telemark skiing 
at Jay Peak, the site of our 100th annual meeting upcoming this November and 
attended the Orleans County Legislative Breakfast Monday morning with nearly the 
entire legislative delegation present. Attendance was up from last year and the 
questions were hard hitting and informed. Legislative breakfasts are also scheduled in 
Lamoille and Addison on March 16th and Orange is March 23rd (a luncheon) so save 
the date. See the website at www.vtfb.org for times and locations. Bring your questions 
and critiques to the Local Representatives and Senators. 
  
Orleans County was a lively breakfast update with Senator Bobby Starr outlining his 
proposal for a statewide acreage fee on all types of property to pay for the water 
quality work demanded by the Shumlin administration's TMDL response to the US 
EPA. That idea has begun taking shape in his Senate Agriculture Committee and will 
be the hot topic when we return to Montpelier this week. The devil is in the details and 
the idea has yet to show up in bill form so stay tuned. It would replace every other 
funding scheme such as fertilizer taxes, farm building taxes, etc. That makes it 
intriguing if not appetizing. Along with testimony in the House Ways & Means 
Committee on funding that package, the entire life of both H.35 and S.49 is now 
wrapped up in the bigger budget problems. What is clear is that either bill will require a 
minimum $13 plus million in new annual taxes every year to be effective over time. 
New taxes, every year, and yet the budget is still not balanced and Vermont's economy 
is still not growing at much more than the rate of inflation. What remains to be seen is 
how the Governor and legislators will close the $18 million plus deficit for FY 15 then 
search the cupboards for the $90 million missing from FY16, or will it cut actual 
government services and state government employee roles? Adding that water quality 
$13 million to that stew is, thankfully, a pretty heavy lift and should bring pause to 
those charged to review H.35 as it moves to the Senate. 
  
Members of Vermont Farm Bureau are facing dangerous waters this legislative 
session. As President Clark Hinsdale has repeatedly said, we face an unprecedented 
assault from the Governor, legislative leaders and the EPA. Many of the initial 
proposals have faced rough sledding and we have been successful in beating back 
several bad ideas. Most legislators have heard from someone back home that messing 
about with the Current Use Program is a poor choice for either balancing the budget or 
water quality Enforcement, many have begun to hear you as well on the complexities 
of the Small Farm Certification and water quality bill H.35. Senate bill 49 is now up for 



increased scrutiny as the House bill comes closer to passage. It is a much simpler 
attempt at the problem but takes basically the same flawed approach. 
  
We are certain now that our proposal to simplify the answer to the water quality 
question by emphasizing public education, the AAPs and farm based solutions is 
gaining support in and outside of Montpelier. New complicated enforcement strategies 
and civil penalties in the tens of thousands of dollars will not bring the results needed 
to clean up Vermont's lakes and streams. That will require not the compliance of the 
few really bad actors, but the incremental, everyday smart management of thousands 
of small farms and forest based businesses. We cannot enforce our way out of this 
problem, but every single member of the farm and forest economy can be a player with 
skin in the game by evaluating the ways we manage manure and fertilizers, how we till 
and plant, soil loss prevention strategies and such. What remains certain is that the 
6,000 plus newer small farms have little if any knowledge regarding these practices 
and that they are already required to follow under the existing laws. 
  
But fair is fair so when homeowners pay hundreds for a landscape company to load up 
their front yards with chemicals and the golf courses with greener greens and perfect 
fairways, we can rightly cry foul when farms are demonized for more than our share of 
the problem. After all the media hype and the scare tactics are emanating from the 
administration, our "share" of the phosphorous and sediment borne pollutants are still 
based on computer modeling done by limited field data.   The EPA it is said, barring 
our obedient response in the form of a bill like H.35, will swoop in and force us to more 
Draconian measures. That is simply not true for they do not have the statutory 
authority to dictate non-point source measures at the state level. More important to the 
state's waterways, should we not be asking what will actually work, not what will 
please the EPA watchers? Critics say we are the problem, to which we counter that we 
are the only real solution. Keep the calls and letters headed to legislators, let them 
know that any new taxes are unwelcomed. Allowing for the difficult decisions they must 
make to balance the budget should be job number one, followed by finding ways to 
accomplish water quality goals with minimum funds until the Vermont economy 
improves. As always, the best way to "grow revenues" is to "grow" the economy, not 
raise new taxes. 
  
We will soon testify against H.355, a bill which would require Foresters to be licensed 
to operate in Vermont. Not all states require this and Vermont has no serious problem 
with Forester practices and professionalism, as would be expected in such a small 
state. We generally know the person we hire or have them on some close neighbor's 
recommendation. Their reputation is, like a good carpenter or plumber, their main trade 
good. Any state license or professional credential will serve no purpose except to raise 
costs and create liability questions for landowners employing their services. As such, 
this is a solution looking for a problem that simply is not there. If you know a Forester 
who would like to write a short note or contact their legislator, feel free to have them 
contact me soon.   
  
  
Contact any legislator through the Sergeant-At-Arms at (802) 828-2228. Contact me 



anytime at (802) 888-9390 or at wmoore@gmavt.net anytime.  
   


